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To Whom It May Concern:
Geauga Credit Union, Inc., appreciates the opportunity to submit feedback to the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) regarding the current expected credit loss (CECL) standard and the delay of its effective date.
Geauga Credit Union, Inc., is a community charter credit union with demographics of many self employed
members along with manufacturing members. We have in the community the 4th largest Amish settlement,
therefore the many self-employed members. With this demographic it is hard to use forward thinking loan loss
calculations, being this community tends to look out for their own and help them when problems arise.
Historically, financial institutions’ accounting methods recognized losses based on actual defaults or specific
events that anticipated a loss. Representing a significant shift, in 2016, FASB issued new accounting standards,
which included CECL. CECL accounting is premised on both historical and current loss and loss that is expected to
occur in the future over the entire lifetime of a loan.
Since FASB issued CECL, stakeholders and interested parties, like Geauga Credit Union, Inc., have submitted
feedback to the agency regarding challenges with CECL implementation and compliance. Last year, FASB
extended the effective date to January 2020. Since then, entities have continued to prepare for CECL
implementation despite experiencing challenges, such as extracting data from core processors, overhauling
accounting methods, determining the appropriate model, and adjusting internal controls and reporting systems.
Being that Geauga Credit Union, Inc., is under 40 million in assets it is very difficult for the Board of Directors to
justify spending monies on a program to calculate CECL, therefore, we have had many discussions with our
opinion auditors, GBQ, on how to create our own program, and it is still a work in process.
As such, it is necessary that FASB afford the maximum amount of time for credit unions to prepare for CECL,
which is why Geauga Credit Union, Inc., supports delaying the effective date for all other public business entities,
including credit unions, until January 2023. Additionally, our comment in full support of the delay in no way
represents concurrence with the notion that the new CECL standard is necessary and beneficial (we do not agree
that it is) or that it should apply to financial cooperatives (we do not agree that it should).
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While we appreciate FASB engaging with credit unions and laud the Board’s proposal to ensure all other public
business entities receive enough time to prepare for CECL, we urge FASB to continue engaging with the financial
services industry, especially credit unions and other community institutions which face challenges in preparing for
CECL implementation.
We appreciate the Board’s commitment to engage with interested parties, especially those impacted by the new
standard. Thank for you the opportunity to respond to this proposed accounting standards update.
Respectfully,
Lisa K Briggs, CEO
Geauga Credit Union, Inc.

